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About TFT
An NGO?
We see ourselves as a global non-profit, not as an NGO. NGOs don’t see us as
an NGO either
A UK registered charity – work must be for the “public good”
Started in March 1999
Now with >160 staff working from 15 offices around the world, >80% “field”
Around 100 member companies, at all points in product supply chains
Affecting product turnover in excess of $100 billion per year
Working with >1,000 companies
We work with businesses, NGOs, communities, governments, experts
We sit “Between Two Worlds” and seek solutions to complex problems, where
there is tension
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About TFT
Our funding
Turnover in 2014 will be around US$12.5 million
Approx. 92% from the businesses we work with
0% from public/govt. donors such as the EC
8% from Foundations who support capacity building projects with communities
and the Centre for Social Excellence
Quick History:
1998: Garden furniture campaign – illegal logging, human rights abuses
1999-2007: Other wood products – similar issues
2008-present: Palm Oil, Pulp & Paper, Stone, Social compliance, Shoes,
Charcoal, Other oils, Cocoa, Rubber, Minerals…
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How do we work?
Our Model for all products is VT-TV = Values, Transparency, Transformation,
Verification
Step 1 - Values:
We help our members define their core values. What do they want their story to
look like? What do they believe?
Canvass broad opinion, speak to NGOs, experts, “Open Source Standards”
Outcome: Policy Statements outlining their aspirations
Step 2 – Transparency
How are they doing against their values?
Traceability
Looking into supply chains, visiting suppliers, issues analysis, plans
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How do we work?
VT-TV
Step 3 - Transformation:
Changing the product story
Engaging, helping suppliers meet our members’ values – the hardest part
Step 4 – Verification
Independent 3rd party checking
Grievance procedures
Transparent reporting
Role for certification
Better though local communities, NGOs, experts, auditors
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TFT& Palm Oil
Quick History:
- Started in 2007 with the STERN Review on Economic Impacts of Climate
Change – Ag commodities (Palm oil, soy, cattle) & Deforestation
- Learning about the industry, issues, structure, product flows, opportunities
- Deforestation campaigns by major NGOs such as Greenpeace
- Also looked at Soy & Cattle but TFT member in France chose Palm Oil
March 2010
- Greenpeace Nestlé campaign focusing on Palm Oil and pulp & paper
- Effectively Sinar Mas Group – GAR and APP
May 2010
- Nestlé “No Deforestation” Responsible Sourcing Guidelines for PO, P&P
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TFT & Palm Oil
Nestlé No Deforestation RSGs
- Legally compliant
- Free, Prior & Informed Consent for Communities
- HCV Protection
- Peatland Protection
- High Carbon Stock Forest Protection
Supplier Meetings May 2010
And on-going
GAR Engagement from Aug-Sept 2010
GAR No Deforestation Policy Feb 2011
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TFT & Palm Oil
Step by Step – Others follow during 2012, 2013, 2014
Neste Oil, Mars, J&J, Vandermoortele, NBPO, Florin, Cerelia, Danone, Ferrero,
RB, Pro Fair Trade, Delhaize, Cargill…Colgate, P&G, Others
Pulp & Paper sector too: Asia Pulp & Paper
GAR HCS Studies establish field approach to identifying HCS (on-going)
All information shared publicly, with RSPO, NGOs, Growers, Buyers
Dec 2013 – Wilmar No Deforestation, No Exploitation, No Peatland Policy
Nine page document outlining where current thinking has reached
Concern from Major Growers (mostly Malaysian)
Concern by Sarawak Government
Alternative HCS Study by SPOM
Concern from MPOC
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So…
Where are we today?
Major industry players pushing forward implementing No De, No Ex, No Peat
Major Buyers adopting these polices for the Palm Oil they use
Outcry and attacks from part of the Palm Oil sector
Real, complex and pragmatic work on the ground is on-going to deliver a
“deforestation, exploitation & new peat free Palm Oil industry” through dialogue
and respectful discussion
No “one-size” fits all solution but rather solutions are being designed, tested,
adapted to complex situations in partnership with all stakeholders
“It’s amazing what you can achieve when you sit down and talk with people”
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Also…
Continued Industry Expansion
TFT is NOT against the Palm Oil industry
I doubt that PO companies would work with us if that were the case
Our vision for the industry DOES include expansion, growth, development, all
the good things that the industry HAS delivered BUT:
- We don’t think that needs to come at the expense of forests or people
- We believe that yield improvements are the key to an expanded industry
- We are certain there are new lands that CAN be developed, including in
Africa
- And that this can be achieved if ALL industry stakeholders, including NGOs,
work together
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What do NGOs say?
First and most importantly, I don’t speak for NGOs
TFT is NOT an NGO and I cannot claim to speak on their behalf
The below are my thoughts on what NGOs are saying:
There are some NGOs totally against the PO industry, yes, it’s true
There are those who don’t want it to expand and hate it, calling for No Palm Oil
These tend to be small, very vocal NGOs that make a lot of noise on social
media but don’t represent mainstream thinking
Bigger NGOs, such as Greenpeace, WWF, are NOT against the PO industry
BUT do want to see it expanding without damaging forests and people
They ARE deeply engaged in efforts to find workable solutions
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What do NGOs say?
Deforestation, species loss, climate change, community rights: Efforts to reduce
emissions, save endangered species, protect community rights
The HCS Concept has broad NGO support as a mechanism to protect forests
BUT all agree that it needs further development and refining, particularly to
ensure community rights are protected
NGOs don’t believe in “Talk and Log”…clearance should stop while solutions
are found. Thus no NGO is supporting the SPOM
NGOs really are NOT against smallholders, quite the contrary
Yield improvements are key
Positive NGOs are engaging with the industry to continue the development and
drive toward an industry that protects forests, people and peat lands
There is hope from NGOs but despair as well
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The Smallholder Question
MPOC attacking TFT, NGOs and No De for Disadvantaging Smallholders
In fact:
- Many TFT members are buying a steadily increasing proportion of their PO
from smallholders, and paying a premium, moving away from larger growers
- Traceability back to smallholders is critical
- GAR and Wilmar continue to support smallholder development, going
beyond legal requirements to do so e.g. with “Plasma” scheme requirements
in Indonesia and innovating pragmatic solutions with all stakeholders in
places like Sarawak
- TFT has a long history of supporting smallholders in the wood industry and
now in the PO industry
- Let’s be clear – there are no smallholders anywhere who have struggled to
sell their PO to any TFT member because of No De, No Ex, No Peat.
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To Conclude:
- Customers the world over no longer want links to Deforestation, Exploitation
and Peatland development; it’s not “who they are”
- No De, No Ex, No Peat Policies are simply new “Quality” specs for raw
materials, not only focused on Palm Oil, they’re across many commodities
- They’re not going away, only getting stronger, no matter how much outcry
- This is an OPPORTUNITY for the industry, not the disaster some suggest
- Yes, the industry needs to change, to innovate to respond to these new
specifications, that’s OK, isn’t it?
- The path to meeting these policies lies through dialogue, partnership, yes –
SMALLHOLDERS, and real yield improvement
- ENGAGE!
- It’s OK…we’re all only people.
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THANK YOU

